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1) Golf is one the most unique sports in the worlds. To many, golf is unwinnable.
Each time a player takes out their clubs or ties their cleats, they have the opportunity to do something they have never done before. However, sucess in golf is only
achieved through incessant practice. The old cliche rings true; practice makes perfect. Before his round, Landon Andre, always hits a couple dozen balls to make sure
he ready for the challenges that await.
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2) Although golf can be challenging, it is
always prudent to stop and take a moment to enjoy the splendour of nature.
People become so busy with work, school
and family, but golf is a time to have fun,
relax and take in the scenery. This is another aspect of the game that makes it
so unique. While the game itself can be
frustrating and incomprehndable, it can
be a stress relief for the everyday person
who does not get always the chance to
be outdoors often. There is beauty in nature everywhere. If one knows how to use
the right perspective they will always be
able to see beauty in the little things like
the growing grass, the clouds, or rippling
water.
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3) The young amateur knows that he must
balance his round of golf between relaxtion and determination. While he knows
that golf is a way to take in the nuances
of nature, he is also aware of the effort
he has to put forth so he can achieve
sucess on the course. Golf is essentially
a balance between the mental and physical and that aspect of the game is what
makes it so appealing to so many.

4) The outcome of hard work and determination, as well as the right mentality can
lead to the satifisfaction that comes with
well played golf. In this picture, the young
amateur hit a ball very close to the hole.
Everyone that was playing were laughing, joking and truly enjoying themsleves.
This combination of on course sucess
and good company is the what makes the
4)
game worth playing.
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5) After a long hot day, most golfers are tired and worn out. It is important to enjoy
time with friends and family and be introspective about the round they just played.
Most people ask themsleves, has my practice been showing in rounds? But most
wise golfers know that tomorrow is another day and the pursuit for excellence and
enjoyment that makes golf such a unique and captivating sport.

